H a + [Mil[ jet and not the well-known
radio jet as in all other cases.
The nuclear spectra also show a complex structure: the Ha and two WII]
emission lines are multiple with st least
three observable componsnts. This is
probably due to flows of gas In other
directions, e.g. towards the north where
other emission can be seen in Rgure 1.
me [OIIU (5007A) emission line is double peaked in the core, This can be
clearly seen In Figure 4. The emission
lines then merge at about r = f 2", reminiscent of an expanding shell of gas.
lhe velocity of expansion is rneasurd
to be about 300 krns-I.
In summary, the jet nature of the
Ha + [Nlu emission-line feature seems
well established. The origin of the entire
H a c II] gas is not. Moreover, of particular interest is the alignment of the
[O III] core emission wRh thls jet since it
is not seen b any other radlo galaxy with
emission-line activity. This gas and
other specles will merit more detailed
study In the Mum.
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Infrared Coronal Lines in Active Galaxies
A. F. M. MOORWOOD, €SO
E. OLIVA, OssentatorioAstrofisico di Arcetri, Italy
1. introduction
Coronal lines are forbidden fine-structure emission lines from highly ionized
heavy metals. Although the best known
are probably those of [FeVIII-(FeXlV],
which fall in the visible, many more coronal linesfrom a large number of elements
fall in the infraredspectral range but have
received little attention so far. These
include transitions of [CaVHl], [AIV],
[AIVI], [SiVl], [SiVII], [MgVIIIl, [AIIXJ,and
[Si lXJat wavelengths between 1.96 and
3.92 pm which, although mostly falling in
regions of poor atmospheric transmis-

slon, have now been observed from the
ground in several novae. Discovery of
these lines in novae was cornpletey unexpected and their identification was
controversial for some time until confirmed by subsequent work.
The [Si VI] ? P , ~ - ~ PI .96
~ ~ pm
) and
[SiVIl] ~ P , - ~ P2.48
~ ) pm lines are also
present in spectra of the extremely
high excitation planetary nebula NGC
6302 and represent the highest ionlzation stages (ionization potentlals
of 167eV and 205eV respectively) observed in PN.

2. Infrared Lines
As further evidence that infrared
spectroscopy is still In its exploratory
phase, the first reported measurement
of an infrared coronal line in an extragalactic object was our somewhat
serendipitous detection of the [SiVI]
1.962 vrn line in the Seyfert galaxy
NGC1068 while using IRSPEC at the
ESO 3.6-m telescope to explore bright
galaxies in previously unobserved portions of their infrared spectra lying outside the high transmission 'window' regions (Oliva and Moorwood 1990).
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-

In relatively low temperature gas. Formation of t
h Ions themselves, however,
requires a highly energetic process and
*
is genwally attributed to colllsional -1e
tation in hot (- 10%) gas or photoionization by UV/X-ray photons. The relative
importance of these meehanbms in active galaxles is still a matter of debate as
is the actual location and density of the
m n a l line gas.
Initially, therefore, it appeared highly
significant that both the ratios [SiVI]/
Br, 6 and [SiVI11/[SiVI) 1.2 measured
for NGC 1068 are almost exactly as predicted very recently for photoionization
of the low density interstellar medium by
the central continuum source in active
galaxies (Korista and Ferland, 1989 and
*
results presented In the IS0 Long
Wavelength Spectrometer Consortium
GT Proposal obtained using the same
code). Accepting the apparent support
for this model at face value, however,
1
I
I
I
1
!
I
I
t
I
I
I
would imply that the fir, emission within
the central 6x6 arcsec regim observed
is dominated by the coronal tine gas
which appears improbable. Following
Flgure 1: Discovery spectrum of the iSiV14 2-48 pm line In the SeyFeH galaxy NGC 1068 conventional reasoning, the fact that the
obtained wlth IRSPEC at the NTTploited together with the previowly obtained spectrum at the [SiVI] and [SiVII] llnes are broader than
n&m td#wpa showing pi Vo 1.962 pm blended with the 4 7-0Sp) Ilm. Residual noise in other
forbidden lines of lower excltatim,
the [SIWJ spectrum is dominefed by irncance/letlonofstrong atmbspherk abmptlon
lines in this region of the spectrum which lies t~ the long w&ngth
side of fhe K band e.g. Fell] have wldths comparable to
the He I 1.083 pm line, also indicates an
whdow.
origin in high- rather than low-density
I

I
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-- [Si VI]

Followlngthis discovery we have subsequently searched specifically for the
ISi Vlj IIne in several other galaxies
w k detections in the Seyfert galaxles
A1409-65, NGC5508 and IC4329A
and, as anticipated, no evidence for this
llne In several starbumt nuclei Included
for c o m ~ s o n .
Followingthe transfer of IRSPEC to its
new home at the N l T In October 1890
we have also now o b m e d the [SiVII]
line at Its expected rest wavelength of
2.48 pm in NGC 1068 to confirm the line
identifications and obtain additional
diagnostic information. Apart from their
ptential as a new technique for hvestlgatfng the origin of coronal lines, simply the presence of these Ihes is of
considerable interest as potential infrared tracers of Seyfert activity and
heir Intensities should provide a vatuable check on mcdels now being used
to predict the likely strengths of longer
wavelength coronal Hnes which are unobservable from the ground but should
be accessible to the spectrometers to
be flown on the ESA Infrared Space
Observatory scheduled for launch in
1993.
Both lines exhibit extremely large
equivatent widths as can be seen In
Rgure 1 which shows the calibrated
spectrum of NGC1068 around [SlVII]
platted together with our previously

--

[Si VIII--

gasComparison of wr rmults for
published dlscovery spectrum of [SiVI]. NGC 1068 with those obtained on novae
Estimated fluxes are -7.5
and and the planetary nebula NGC6302 also
9.0.1 O''serg.
~rn-~.s-lIn a 6 x 6 arcsec reveals the more perplexing fact that,
aperture for the [SiVI] and [SIVII] lines whereas the [SiVll]/[Si VI] ratio should be
respectively, although accurate deter- sensitive to detalls of the ionization
minationsare difficult becausethe [Si Vfl mechanism, Rs measured values are
line is blended with the H21-OS@) line essentially identical In all the objects so
and lies shortward of the K(2.2 pm) win- far measured.
In novae, the coronal lines are bedow, where the transmission is poor and
varies rapidly with wavelength. while the lieved to arise in relatively high density
[Si VlfI llne lies in an even worse atmo- gas I< 1O8 crn-3)excited by both photospheric region longward of the K win- Ionization and collisions in hot gas and
dow. This line, being broad (-1000 km/ the remarkable similarity in conditions
s), is clearly visible in the raw spectra In implied by the constancy d the piVIlY
order to improve cancellation of the PiVIJratio in the four novae In whlch this
many strong and narrow HzO absorp- has been measured has already been
tian features, however, the spectrum drawn attention to by Greenhouse et al.
shown was obtained by combining (1990). In the planetary nebula
spectra measured with the 32-pixel NGC6302 it appears to be consistent
array at four grating positions selected with lower density (1 cm4) gas phototo yield a 128 point spectrum with half ionlzd by a central star at ~ - 5 . 1 0 ~ K
pixel spacings whleh was then re-bin- (Ashley and Hyland, 1988) and the same
ned over four pixels (-300 km/s) before ratio now observed in NGC I068 is condividing by Interleaved measurements sistent with photolonkation of low denof a nearby standard star treated in the sity gas by an active nucleu~.At the
same way. The resulting noise is, moment the detailed implications of this
neverthdess. still dominated by imper- result are not clear.
As the [Si]tine critical densities are
fect cancellation of these lines.
similar and much hiher (-2.1 o8 cm9)
than the model densities considered In
3. Origin of the Unes
NGC6302 and NGC1068 their line
As infrared cwonal lines result from ratios should exhibit a relatively weak
transitions between low lying levels, density dependence and the similarity of
they are easy to excite collisionally even the observed ratios may slmply reflect

~

the fact that the ionizing spectrum of a
star as hot as that invoked in the planetary nebula does closely mlmic an active
nucleus (thus at least providing support
for photdmlzation rather than collisiond excitation in active nuclei). The mom
diicult problem is accounting for the
slmllarity whRh novae if collisional excltatton r d l y does play an important role
in these o b j d .

As the other galaxies mentioned
above which show the piv Hne have
not b m ohenred
~
around [SiVII], the
constancy of this ratio in galaxies
cannot yet b tested. These and other
galaxies for which [SIVU upper limb
have been obtalned do, however,
appear to exHbii l o w [SiVl]/Br, d o s
(52) except perhaps for the Seyfert 1
galaxy IC4329A (21.7). The (SiVIY

[FeVIIJ Ilm ratio in this galaxy is also the location and excitation of these
larger than in NGC 1088 caasistwd lines.
wlth higher excitatlcm conditions as aready indl-ed
by its k p r [Few Acknowledgement
reV1fl ratio. Further tests of the &aWe are grateful to Livlcl Orlglh for her
tion between pi] and [Fe] lines are of
interest but presently limited by the assistance durlng the data reduction.
small sample of galaxk obsewad to
date and uncertainties In the extinction
cmections to be applied to the visible
lines.
Following the planned upgmde of Ashley, M.C.B., Hyland, AR.: iW8. 4.J.,
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IRSPEC with a 2D array detector, It is Greenhouse,
M A , Grasdalen, G.L, Woodnow Imp& in the near Mure to be able
ward, C.E., Benwn, J., Gehn, R.D., Roto extend our obswvatlons of the [Sij
senthd, E, Sknrtsltie, M.F.: 19W1, Ap. J.,
lines to a larger sample of galaxies; to
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measure their spatial distribution and to
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New NTT Discoveries on Distant Galaxies
and Gravitational Lensing
F. HAMMER, DAEC, Observatoire de Paris-IWeud~n,France
0.LE F ~ R ECanada-France-Ha
,
waii Telescope Gorp., Hawaii, USA
Since the discovery of the double
lensed QSO 0957c561 by Walsh et al.
(19791, gravitational lensing effects are
being identified in a steadily increasing
number of sources. Indeed, detector improvements in the 1980s have led to the
detection of features as faint as a few
thousandths of the sky signal. This has
resulted in the identification of radio
galaxies at high-r, which are much more
numerous than QSOs and also potentially affected by gravitational lensing.
We know today about 50 radio galaxies at z> I, and these sources are likely
to be affected by gravitational lensing,
because they lie at the brfgM end of the
Radio Luminosity Function (RLFj. This is
the steepest part of the RLF- the slope is
equal to -3.5 and hence is strongly
subjected to statisticalgravitationallensing. Let us recall that the latter Influences
much more steeper luminosity functions
than the normal galaxy luminosity function which, with a slope equal to -1,
cannot be statistically affected by lensing. We have predicted (Hammer and Le
F h e , 1990;Hammer and Wu, in preparation)that there should be 5 to 10 times
mare bright radio sources behind rich
lensing clusters of galaxies than in the
rest of the sky and therefore, maybe that
alt 30 known hlgh-z galaxies are part of
the 3CR catalog because their radio
luminosity has been sufficiently rnag-
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flgure I: 3C255 (z- 1.351, R, W
North is up and East to the I&.

M =0.3, CCFHT prime focus. The field Is 20 x 20 arcs&,

